TILLAMOOK COUNTY REWITNESS #406

CENTER SEC. 1/4 COR. 22 T 25 R 9 W., WM.

HISTORICAL:
MAPS
A-965
B-466
A-1125
B-599

CONDITION GOOD FOUND: 2 3/4" IRON PIPE WITH FORESTRY BRONZE CAP
FOUND GOOD 40' DBL SPRUCE S 39' 20" 234-5 MAP A-965
GONE 72 SPRUCE N 70° E 64' 8" MAP A-965

COMMENTS:

REWITNESS

I SET 10" TIE FILLED WITH CONCRETE AROUND FOUND FORESTRY IRON PIPE + 3" BRONZE CAP
96" HAT SECTION EAST 17 FEET
NEW ACCESSORY:
20" TRIPLE CEDAR N 26° W 68' 5"

COMMENTS: THIS CORNER IS LOCATED IN A FENCE CORNER WHICH RUNS NORTH-EAST ALONG 20 FEET SOUTH OF FAUSETTE CREEK

IN THE PRESENCE OF: GALE ARTHUR - DAM MCNULTY

DATE: 7-24 PHOTO: TITLE

* = County corner tag affixed.